**Is Spring Here Yet?**

Staff photographer Larry Lewis, while roaming around campus, caught a squirrel this week peeping from behind a tree as if it were asking, "Is Spring here yet?"

---

**People's Coalition Coordinator Calls For Alternate To Military Service**

By Patrice Dunn

A need for an alternate to military service and Black emphasis on the Black community were the main objectives in a speech by William Dothard, National Coordinator for the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice, before an assembly in Hodgen Hall on Friday.

Dothard emphasized the type of community service and overseas missionary programs by which Quakers and other religious groups can avoid military service. He felt that, likewise Blacks who devote service to Black community projects should be granted similar deferments.

Pointing out that some 30% of Blacks fighting were killed annually and 45% wounded, he saw a definite drain in Black manpower which is necessary to effect the operation of the Black community. Any means necessary to prevent this drainage was sanctioned by Dothard. However, he stated that he envisioned no impending third World War since whites are not through enjoying themselves as capitalists.

As for education, he saw no need to educate Blacks as whites; for it should be the main objective of Black students to stop the system rather than perpetuate it.

For Alternate To Military Service

William Dothard, National Justice, before an assembly

---

**Arts Festival Scheduled As First Spring Lyceum Series**

By David Lee Brown

The "Festival of Related Arts" will be presented March 17 through March 21 as the first program of the Spring, Lyceum Series. The program is being sponsored by the Advisory Board of the Memorial Union, the Lyceum Committee and the Student Government Association.

The "Festival of Related Arts" takes its name from the "Festival of Related Arts" held at A&T, which was a big brother-big sister project with youngsters in the area.

---

**Morrison Hall Cleared; Police Look For Bomb**

By Ronald Topping

News Editor

Wednesday night the pattern of bomb threats against classroom buildings was broken by a call threatening the coeds of Morrison Hall.

A threat against a girls' dorm is something new. The call on Morrison was received about 9:50 p.m. by Bermita Brown, a freshman receptionist at the dormitory. Brown described the caller's voice as "terrific and vicious". "He wasn't playing," she added, "and I got nervous." The caller ended the short conversation with "You got it."

After campus security had searched the building the Morrison coeds filed back into the building cold, and angry.

Reflecting on her experience, Pamela Price, a freshman student, said, "I didn't believe the building was going to blow up, but I wasn't going to play with it. So I left with the rest of them."

Campus security does not play with bomb threats either. "We have handled as many as three call in one day," says Officer John Griffin, "and each one is treated as being serious."

Marvin Graeber, head of Buildings and Grounds, believes the calls are made by a "sick clown". In an effort to help stop the calls and apprehend the caller, Graeber stated, "The university is in the process of putting a locking device on its communications system. The device will prevent callers from breaking the connection so the origin of the call can be traced."

---

**Civil Rights Leader Whitney Young Dies**

By Vernice Wright

News Editor

Whitney Young, executive director of the National Urban League, died Thursday, March 11. He collapsed while approaching the shore after swimming off Lighthouse Beach at Tarqua Bay in Lagos, Nigeria. Cause of death was not immediately known, but a heart attack was considered a strong possibility.

Young was a member of the U. S. delegation to a conference there to increase rapport between Africans and Americans.

Although funeral plans are incomplete, Rev. Jesse Jackson, A&T alumnus and director of Operation Breadbasket, Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich., former U. S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark; and John Lewis, former head of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, will deliver eulogies at a memorial service at Christ Church African Cathedral.

As a result of Young's death, the White House project, "25 Million Dollars" (See FEDERAL, Page 3)
Bomb Threats

It appears that the campus has again been subjected to the irrational and senseless behavior of individuals who seem to get their kicks from making bomb threats by way of telephone.

The behavior of these degenerate-minded individuals has been inflicted upon the coeds of this campus this week as bomb threats have been made in two of the women's dormitories in the last few days. These threats have caused good residents of these dormitories to rush out in the night and oftentimes in fear.

The individuals responsible for these crimes, and indeed this is a crime, need to be apprehended and observed for significant disturbances and then treated. If it is the case of the crime being committed by a "practical joker", the individual should be shown how big a joke it really is.

The campus security force will soon be able to apprehend the guilty individuals if the method of apprehension being developed by this security force is effective. This will be a blessing to A&T and perhaps to the sick-minded individual.

Champion Team

Every Aggie is proud of the accomplishments of the basketball team in the NAIA exhibition of these Aggies in Kansas City this week.

The fact that this team was able to advance to the Kansas City tournament itself is indicative of the championship basketball team of A&T. This team continued to show that it is a championship team by advancing to the quarter-finals of this tourney.

Even in the quarter-finals, the Aggie Cagers demonstrated their talents as a championship team as their opponent was only able to gain victory in the closing seconds of the game.

The struggle by the team for another victory for A&T was a tough one as they gave all they had for the victory. This fact alone justifies every Aggies' appreciation to the team and to the splendid coaching staff.

On behalf of the entire student body, the student newspaper extends praises and appreciation to our team and the coaches for a season well played.
Federal Project Hangs In Mid-Air After Urban League Director Dies

(Continued From Page 1) hangs in the balance.

The project initiated last Dec. 22, was to result in $52 million in federal funds being pumped into Urban League programs throughout the country.

Harold R. Sims, deputy executive director of the League, will serve as acting executive director of the League until a successor to Young is appointed.

As director of the League, the polished, handsome Young focused his efforts on getting jobs for Black students.

Transportation Classes

Study Urban Transit

By George Johnson

One of the major problems in the United States today is maintaining effective transportation. Realizing this obstacle, the Department of Transportation's Urban Mass transportation. Realizing this maintaining effective the United States today is obstacle, the Department of

State University which began Transportation Institute of A & T State University where a $147,000 grant was given in 1961 to set up a training center that will provide training in public and private transportation. Students that plan, operate, and manage transportation systems.

Arthur Saltzman, director of the Transportation Institute, stated that the Institute has drawn faculty, staff, and students from a number of different departments to create an interdisciplinary unit that trains students, conducts research, and administers other Institute programs.

The Institute is co-ordinated with the following departments: Economics, Business Education, and Engineering. Four courses are presently offered and 30 to 40 students are registered for these courses which will enable a student to minor in transportation.

These activities are not limited to students, for the University will become a regional training center that will provide techniques and training in current concepts of transportation aimed at individuals such as: state engineers, architects, community leaders, local officials and other professionals. The research division of the Institute will extend into the community to discover the special transportation needs of its various segments.

The Institute is in the process of hiring students to conduct research, and anyone interested should contact Dr. Florentine Sowell ext. 300 or Saltzman ext. 375.

Drama Students Advertising Play "Betrayed"

Demonstrations Given By A&T History Prof

By Myra Hubbard

Joseph A. Bennett, assistant professor of History here at A&T, made a presentation in the special session division of the 26th Annual Conference of the Association for Supervisor and Curriculum Development last week in St. Louis, Mo.

The presentation was in the form of a series of four lecture demonstrations of involvement of the Institute for Teacher Development for Desegregating Schools.

Included in the involvement areas were The Black Experience, Institutions and Systems which affect the life styles of Black people, Methods of Teaching the Black Experience and Black Students in Desegregating Schools, Humanities and Black People, and Economics and Black people.

Bennett is director of the Thirteen College Curriculum Development Program and director of the Teacher Development for Desegregating Schools Institute. He is also an ESSO faculty fellow working under a grant. These works are now in the process of publication.

Bennett also works with several school units in conduction of a service program from the ESSO foundation. Through his experiences in education and his present activities in the field, and with the support of the ESSO grant, he has completed two works for publication—Teaching New Social Studies: An Integrated Approach; and Teaching The Black Experience.
Pinch Of Inflation Hits Again
As Overdue Book Fees Go Up

By Yvonne Banks

The pinch of inflation is again being felt at A&T in the form of overdue fees for library books. Beginning March 1, 1971, the following increases went into effect: (1) fines for overdue books from the main circulation will be fifteen cents per day, (2) fines for overdue Reserve books are thirty cents for the first hour and ten cents per hour thereafter; (3) if you mutilate a book, you will be charged the price of the book plus a three percent administrative fee; (4) failure to return materials not calculated for overnight use (periodicals, documents, reference books, TECM, etc.) will result in a fine of one dollar for the first day and ten cents per day thereafter.

Bishop Pridgon
To Speak Sunday

At Vesper Service

Senior Speaker, R.D. Pridgon of the United American Free Will Baptist Church will speak in Vesper at 8:00 p.m. in Harrison Auditorium on Sunday, March 14.

Student Recitals

Saturday afternoon, March 13, at 3:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

Student Senate

The Student Senate will meet Thursday, March 18, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 213 of the Student Union.

Alpha Phila Fraternity

Senior represenative of the Alpha Phila Fraternity will be holding its weekly meeting Monday night at 7:00 p.m. in the Alpha Frat room located in the basement of Scott Hall.

Graduate Night

Graduate Night at 8:00 p.m. in Harrison Auditorium. The Music Education Class from Eastern High School, Washington, D.C., directed by Barbara Dodd. Also, on the program are Calvin Lampley, pianist, Danetta Bristow and Robert Taylor, vocalists, and the Majors.

Art Exhibits

Art Exhibits - Formal opening of exhibits by Baird, Joyner, Outerbridge, Taylor and Watts at 9:30 p.m., Thursday, March 18 in Taylor Art Gallery.
Social Service Majors Attend Spring Institute

By Yolanda Burwell and Patrice Dunn

Sixteen social service majors along with three faculty members are currently attending the Spring Institute of the A&T Wisconsin Project being held at Madison, Wisconsin.

The program, in its third year, was originated as an attempt to curb the educational, economic and social problems that students who have attended Black schools throughout their educational career encounter when they enter a predominantly white graduate school. Likewise, the program gives the white university an opportunity to relate and recruit Black students that they can educate for leadership positions.

Funds are made possible through the Social and Rehabilitation Department, a division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The program involves three institutes. The Fall Institute held at A&T had students and faculty members from the University of Wisconsin. They were given a chance to view the difference between a Black oriented campus and a white one, while attending classes, and other programs. The Spring Institute, a reciprocal of the first, gives A&T students an opportunity to sit in on regular classes, lectures, and seminars at Wisconsin's showing them a white university operation. The Summer Institute, primarily held for students who plan to enter the Wisconsin graduate school in the fall gives the students a chance to plan their housing arrangements and to adjust to a northern community.

Director of the program is Dr. Will Scott with James Johnson as coordinator.

This Week In History

March 7
First Selma to Montgomery march led by Martin Luther King, Jr., halted by state troopers brandishing clubs, whips, and tear gas. 1965.

March 8
Heroes who died in the Boston Massacre interred in one tomb, 1770.

Phyllis Mae Dailey. First black nurse sworn into the Navy Nurse Corps. 1945.

March 9
Massachusetts ratified 15th amendment. 1869.

Clifton R. Wharton sworn in as ambassador to Norway. 1961.

March 10

March 11

U. S. Supreme Court ruled for first time that racial segregation in jails and prisons is unconstitutional. 1968.

March 12
Col. Charles Young. Third Negro graduate of West Point and highest ranking black officer in W. W. I. Born (1864-1922).

March 13
Jean Baptiste Pointe de Sable Negro pioneer. Founded the small settlement of Chicago. 1773.

Students Unite For Presentation Of Multi-Media Stage Production

By George Johnson

Students from various departments will unite Monday night at 8:15 in the Paul Robeson Little Theater to present the play, "Betrayed". The play is an adaptation of the life of Jesus from the Last Supper to His death. The adaptation was done by faculty director, David R. Staples.

There are some 75 people involved in the production ranging from actors to technicians. The play is approximately 90 minutes long and is expected to provide wholesome entertainment for those who are interested in all aspects of a multimedia stage production.

A lot of emphasis is placed on lighting and sound to stimulate what Staples calls, "a magical trip".

The play is expected to draw various church groups and other members of the community into its viewing audience sometime between March 15 and 18.
Aggies Drop Durry In First Round Of NAIA Play

By Jacqueline Glisson

The A&T Aggies, in their first performance in the NAIA National Basketball Championship, came out triumphant in a 70-53 win over the Drury State Panthers in Kansas City.

The number seven seeded Aggies gained the lead early in the first half to maintain it for the 17 point advantage as the final buzzer sounded. The victory entitled the Aggies to return to Municipal Auditorium for the second round of the tournament.

A&T's strategy of controlling the backboard, concentrating on Drury's 7-0 Ray Lavender, and fast-moving plays gave the team the victory that downed the Panthers.

Scores came in slow after the game started, for both teams were jittery at first. The Panthers broke the spell by scoring the first 2 baskets of the game. The number seven seeded Aggies went into halftime with a 36-30 lead

In the first half to maintain their momentum in holding the lead throughout the rest of the game. Also, A&T was working on Lavender, the Panther's main threat, in controlling his play and causing him his third foul in the first half.

The Aggies went into half-time with a 36-30 lead over the troubled Panthers. Chucky Evans collected 10 points for A&T, while the Panther's Lavender and Schulte had 8 points.

Second half got underway with Lavender assisting the Panthers in getting 7 points, while the Aggies' score remained the same because of their turnovers. Harris managed the Aggies comeback, as he drove Lavender to collect his fourth foul. Austin was sizzling now, as he soon made a 3-point play, causing the Panthers' strive for a comeback to come very dismal.

With 7 minutes remaining, A&T received one of its best breaks in the game as their greatest problem, 7 footer Lavender of Drury, fouled Chucky Evans for his 6th foul. Then A&T began slowing down the ball, causing the Panthers to become desperate for the ball. This caused them to commit fouls and turnovers for A&T to capitalize on.

To put the ball back into action, Evans went up for another 3 pointer for 66-51. With less than a minute remaining, A&T made 4 more points and Drury made one basket to end the game at 60-53.

Making A&T's basketball strategy successful, was Chucky Evans with 17 points followed by Elmer Austin and William Harris with 16 and 13 points respectively. Walter Anderson came in with 16 grabbing rebounds and 11 points to add to the win. Only collecting 3 rebounds, the Drury's center, Lavender, led the Panthers with 15 points.

Aggies Defeat Jackson - Edged By Fairmont

By Jacqueline Glisson

For the second night in a row, the Aggies claimed another victory when they whipped the Jackson State Tigers' in a 86-73 win.

The Tigers fell victims to the Aggies' deadly style of basketball strategy and the performance of Chucky Evans. This victory advanced them to the quarterfinals. The game brought together two fast running teams that really kept the scoreboard changing. For the Aggies, Walter Anderson made 9 out of 12 points for the team's first lead in the game.

(See AGGIES, Page 7)

Crossword Puzzle

By Doris Jackson

Across

1. Stare
2. Sphere
3. Bed
4. Relative (abbrev.)
5. Bundle
6. Sport
7. Short for Abraham
8. Melody

34. Spell
38. Desire
42. Evil
45. Direction
47. Remain
51. Before
55. Opposite of Sin.
58. Man's Nickname
60. Japanese coin

63. Align (m.p.)
67. Restored
79. A lesser
84. Writer's measurement
87. Baltic
90. Symbol for Tellurium
93. To Be (French)
97. Milligram (abbr.)
99. Noun suffix

103. Mountain Range
107. Final
110. Home
114. Separate
118. Pen for Pigs
121. Inhabitant of Arabia
125. of Switzerland
130. Observe
133. Part of the Face

113. "Honest"
119. Nothing
120. Short for Barbara
122. By Mouth
123. Prayer
124. Nothing
126. Near
127. Exclamation
128. Painter
129. Vegetable
132. Short for Barbara
134. To dialyze
135. To lessen
136. Home
137. To lessen
138. Symbol for Telemark
141. Short for Barbara
142. Singer's tenor
143. to dialyze
144. Prayed for
145. Nothing
146. Near
147. Exclamation
148. Painter
149. Vegetable
150. Short for Barbara
151. Prayer
152. Nothing
153. Near
154. Exclamation
155. Painter
156. Vegetable
157. Short for Barbara
158. To dialyze
159. To lessen
160. Symbol for Tellurium
161. To Be (French)
162. Milligram (abbr.)
163. Writer's measurement
164. Align (m.p.)
165. A lesser
166. A lesser
167. A lesser
168. A lesser
169. A lesser
170. A lesser
171. A lesser
172. A lesser
173. A lesser
174. A lesser
175. A lesser
176. A lesser
177. A lesser
178. A lesser
179. A lesser
180. A lesser
181. A lesser
182. A lesser
183. A lesser
184. A lesser
185. A lesser
186. A lesser
187. A lesser
188. A lesser
189. A lesser
190. A lesser
191. A lesser
192. A lesser
193. A lesser
194. A lesser
195. A lesser
196. A lesser
197. A lesser
198. A lesser
199. A lesser
200. A lesser
201. A lesser
202. A lesser
203. A lesser
204. A lesser
205. A lesser
206. A lesser
207. A lesser
208. A lesser
209. A lesser
210. A lesser
211. A lesser
212. A lesser
213. A lesser
214. A lesser
215. A lesser
216. A lesser
217. A lesser
218. A lesser
219. A lesser
220. A lesser
221. A lesser
222. A lesser
223. A lesser
224. A lesser
225. A lesser
226. A lesser
227. A lesser
228. A lesser
229. A lesser
230. A lesser
231. A lesser
232. A lesser
233. A lesser
234. A lesser
235. A lesser
236. A lesser
237. A lesser
238. A lesser
239. A lesser
240. A lesser
241. A lesser
242. A lesser
243. A lesser
244. A lesser
245. A lesser
246. A lesser
247. A lesser
248. A lesser
249. A lesser
250. A lesser
251. A lesser
252. A lesser
253. A lesser
254. A lesser
255. A lesser
256. A lesser
257. A lesser
258. A lesser
259. A lesser
260. A lesser
261. A lesser
262. A lesser
263. A lesser
264. A lesser
265. A lesser
266. A lesser
267. A lesser
268. A lesser
269. A lesser
270. A lesser
271. A lesser
272. A lesser
273. A lesser
274. A lesser
275. A lesser
276. A lesser
277. A lesser
278. A lesser
279. A lesser
280. A lesser
281. A lesser
282. A lesser
283. A lesser
284. A lesser
285. A lesser
286. A lesser
287. A lesser
288. A lesser
289. A lesser
290. A lesser
291. A lesser
292. A lesser
293. A lesser
294. A lesser
295. A lesser
296. A lesser
297. A lesser
298. A lesser
299. A lesser
300. A lesser

(Continued From Page 1)

The Winston-Salem State University Stage Band under the direction of Robert Shepard, director of Bands at W.S.S.U., will perform.

Graduate Night will be held March 18 at 8:00 p.m. in Harrison Auditorium. The program will feature Calvin Lampley, pianist; Mrs. Davetta Bristow and Robert Taylor, vocalists and the Majors. The Dance Education Class from Eastern High School in Washington, D.C. will also perform.

The Sounds of Love and Tempus Unlimited will present a concert and dance on Rock and Jazz night, Saturday, March 20, at 9:00 p.m. in Moore Gymnasium.

Dr. Roy Hill, chairman of Black Studies at Rutgers University, will present poetry readings on Sunday March 21 at 2:30 p.m.

At 8:00 p.m., Seth McCoy, internationally known tenor, will perform in concert in Harrison Auditorium.

Arts Festival Will Feature Many Groups

(See AGGIES, Page 7)
Basketball Team Returns
(Staff Photo By Larry Lewis)
The Aggie basketball team was met on their arrival back on campus from the NAIA tournament by a group of enthusiastic students. The victory bell rang and the group cheered the victorious team as they arrived.

D-Squad And Niggarbockers Win In Intramurals Tourney Action
By Jacqueline Glisson
Three exciting, action-packed basketball games were played Wednesday in Intramurals Triple-header in Moore Gym.
Out of these decisive games, three teams return to compete in more tourney action.
In the game between the Demolition Squad and Murphy Hall, the D-Squad did just as their name implies; they demolished Murphy Hall's hopes of capturing a victory. Even with Ross scoring an overall high of 24 points for Murphy Hall, it was not enough to match the D-Squad's high scoring by Murphy Hall, the D-Squad surged on to lead by half with 34-33. The first half was highlighted by a technical foul called on Jackson State for not playing basketball when they mistakenly left the Aggies net unguarded. Quickly, Harris passed to Parks for the easy lay-up shot.
The second half began with A&T pushed hard to let it remain that way only allowing the Tigers to cut down their deficit to 4 points once at 68-64.
Austin collected a boosting 3 points leading the score again. With time gradually running out, the Aggies began stalling with Anderson tapping in the 2 final points for the 86-73 victory. It was Evans' night as he collected 22 points followed by Harris and Austin with 19 and 17 points respectively. Anderson added 10 rebounds and 13 points to the Aggies' success.
It was a tough game Thursday night in the NAIA quarterfinals as A&T fell by 4 points allowing the Fairmont Falcons a 78-74 win. The momentum changed for A&T when Anderson left the game with a few minutes of play left. It gave the Falcons the break to take the lead and end the Aggies' successful rampage in the NAIA National Tournament.

Aggies Lose To Falcons After Jackson State Win
(Continued From Page 6)
Aggies Should Be Leading Contender In Race For CIAA Baseball Crown
By Ruth James
Since football and basketball season is behind us now, the spring weather will soon be sprouting out another sport for our sports fans. That sport is no other than Aggie Baseball with its coach Melvin Groomes.
In conclusion Groomes said, "Even though the baseball aren't scheduled at night, the team welcomes the student body to be our cheerleaders and cheer us to victory.
Ever consider working for a really big company?

Consider the advantages. You go on the job right away, doing meaningful work. You assume more responsibility as fast as you're ready for it. And because you're working with top-notch people in your field, your opportunity to learn and grow within the company is increased. With a really big company like ours, there's greater flexibility for job location, tuition aid to help you continue your education and an excellent fringe benefit package.


Our recruiter will be on campus soon. Please check at your Placement Office for exact time and location. If you can't stop by during his visit, send your resume to Mr. Donald Vest, College Recruiting Department, Ford Motor Company, American Road, Dearborn, Mich. 48121.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.